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FactSheet
Sex is a universal human desire. We are all motivated by different reasons for having sex, but sex can dramatically 
change your life for the better or worse. As much as our culture wants to down play the seriousness of sex, you 
know the truth; there are always strings attached. It affects us physically, emotionally, and spiritually on levels 
that researchers are barely beginning to understand. In that case, what’s the best way to minimize the bad 
effects sex can have, and what’s the best way to have a great sex life?

Where We Get it Wrong

Believing that sex is a single act, either only physical, only emotional, or only spiritual. The truth is we leave 
every sexual encounter with something physical, emotional, and spiritual – good or bad.2,3,4

Using sex for the wrong intentions, to feel in control or to get something in return.5 The truth is you are valu-
able simply because you are a human being and sex can’t earn you love. 

Casual Sex Risks

The physical consequences of having casual sex range from unplanned pregnancy to sexually transmitted in-
fections, but can also include abuse or physical injury. Emotional risks include regret, embarrassment, and guilt. 
Some people become depressed and feel lonely after engaging in casual sex.3 One study showed lower levels of 
self-esteem, life satisfaction, and happiness. Finally, the spiritual consequences sound a lot like emotional risks, 
because depression and loneliness can be soul-deep. Sex creates a bond and even if the relationship is casual 
you are still bonding on a spiritual level. 

What is Healthy

Sex inside a long-term, committed relationship, like marriage, is the healthiest sex possible. When we make 
boundaries and protect our priorities in life, we make healthier choices. Keeping your relationship in the right 
order is a huge step in having a happy sex life. This means being friends first (without benefits), then love, then 
marriage—and then sex.

Make a Plan 

If you decide you are going to wait to have sex from now on until you get married, Awesome! If you live with 
your boyfriend, or are used to getting affection by having sex, it can be scary to make this decision to wait to 
have sex until you’re married.

It means having a hard conversation and getting on the same page, or maybe even a breakup if he doesn’t 
agree. This means setting ground rules together and deciding where your relationship is going. You may decide 
marriage is best – or your boyfriend may not respect or agree to your boundaries, in which case he does not 
respect or deserve you. 

Ground Rules 

• Consider having an outsider keep you accountable. This person can be a friend, relative, or someone you 
look up to and trust to help you reach your goals. 

• Be proactive about spending time together with clothing on. Play video games or board games together, 
go on walks, interview each other about your hopes or goals. Hang out with friends and reduce time alone, 
which will reduce those times where things go too far. 



• If things do become too heated, you may be the one to stop them from going further by leaving the situa-
tion. It’s more important to protect yourself than his feelings. 

• Decide where your relationship is going. If your relationship is not moving ahead to marriage, then spend 
some time asking why you are in the relationship and if it should continue.

• If you do find yourself back in bed with another partner, don’t think you have failed and stop trying. Take a 
break from your partner and revisit why you didn’t want to go down the path of casual sex.
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